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Abstract In real-world applications where physical agents (such as robots) are used, agents have to share information in order to build a common point of view or a common plan. As agents are generally constrained in their communication capabilities they are likely to decide without consultation. Consequently an agent’s plan may change without the other agents being aware and coordination may be impaired. In such contexts a trust notion about the others’ plans may improve coordination. In this paper we propose a definition of trust based on the agents’ communication capabilities. This model fits cooperative agents under communication and time constraints, such as observation satellites organized in a constellation.



Introduction In the agent literature, and more precisely in a multi-agent context, most of the coordination mechanisms deal with software agents or social agents that have high communication and reasoning capabilities. Coordination based on norms (Dignum 1999), contracts (Sandholm 1998) or organizations (Brooks & Durfee 2003; Horling & Lesser 2004) is considered. However some communication is needed in order to share information, trust this information (Josang, Ismail, & Boyd 2007; Lee & See 2004; Ramchurn, Huynh, & Jennings 2004) and allow agents to reason on common knowledge. As far as physical agents such as robots or satellites are concerned, the environment has a major impact on coordination due to the physical constraints that weigh on the agents. Indeed on the one hand, an agent cannot always communicate with another agent or the communication possibilites are restricted to short time intervals. On the other hand an agent cannot always wait until the coordination process terminates before acting. All these constraints are present in space applications. Let us consider satellite constellations that are sets of 3 to 20 satellites placed in low orbit around the Earth to take pictures of the ground (Damiani, Verfaillie, & Charmeau 2005). Observation requests are generated asynchronously with various priorities by ground stations or satellites themselves. As each satellite is equipped with a single observation instrument with use constraints, neighbouring requests c 2008, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Copyright Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.



cannot be realized by the same satellite. Likewise each satellite is constrained in memory resources and can realize only a given number of requests before downloading1. Finally the orbits of the satellites cross around the poles: two (or more) satellites that meet in the polar areas can communicate via InterSatellite Links (ISL) without any ground intervention. So the satellites can communicate from time to time (a satellite meets another one every hour on average). Intuitively intersatellite communication increases the reactivity of the constellation since each satellite is visible by a ground station (and thus can communicate with it) only 10% of its life cycle (about 10 to 15 years). In order to coordinate each satellite (each agent) shares its knowledge about tasks and plans with the others when they meet. As the agents are cooperative and honest, their knowledge is trustworthy. But, as communications are delayed and new tasks may arrive anytime, agents’ knowledge may become obsolete and trust in this knowledge may erode. Consequently our problem is the following: trust erosion has to be modelled according to the system dynamics so that the agents should plan tasks and coordinate in a relevant manner. First we will present the multi-agent system and the associated communication protocol. According to (Sabater & Sierra 2005) classification, we will propose a cognitive approach of subjective trust where honest agents propagate direct experience and testimony.



The multi-agent system structure The multi-agent system is defined according to the specifications of our application. It is a satellite constellation defined as follows: Definition 1 (Constellation) The constellation S is a triplet hA, T, Vicinityi with A = {a1 . . . an } the set of n agents representing the n satellites, T ⊂ N+ a set of dates defining a common clock and Vicinity : A×T 7→ 2A a symmetric non transitive relation specifying for a given agent and a given date the set of agents with which it can communicate at that date (acquaintance model). Vicinity represents the temporal 1 Downloading consists in transferring data to a ground station (i.e. the pictures taken when a task is realized).



windows when the satellites meet; it is calculated from the satellite orbits, which are periodic.
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Definition 2 (Periodicity) Let S be a constellation and {p1 . . . pn } the set of the orbital cycle durations pi ∈ T of agents ai ∈ A. The Vicinity period ˚ p ∈ T is the lowest common multiple of set {p1 . . . pn }.
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The constellation (agents, clock and Vicinity) is knowledge that all its members hold in common.



Figure 1: Direct and indirect communication



Tasks and intentions In our application each agent knows some tasks to realize and proposes to realize some of these tasks. These propositions are intentions. Tasks can be viewed as objective knowledge about the world and intentions can be viewed as judgements about these tasks. Consequently intentions may be revised.



Knowledge The private knowledge of an agent within the constellation is defined from tasks and intentions: Definition 6 (Knowledge) A piece of knowledge Kaτi of agent ai at time τ is a triplet hDKaτ , AKaτ , τKaτ i: i



i



i



Definition 3 (Task) A task t is an observation request associated with a priority2 prio(t) ∈ N∗ and to a boolean bt that indicates whether t has been realized or not.



• DKaτ is a task t or an intention Itak of ak about t, ak ∈ i A; • AKaτ ⊆ A is the subset of agents knowing Kaτi ;



When a task is realized by an agent, it is redundant if it has already been realized by an other agent.



• τKaτ ∈ T is the date when DKaτ was created or updated.
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Definition 4 (Redundancy) Let ai be an agent that realizes a task t at time τ ∈ T. There is a redundancy about the task t if and only if ∃ aj ∈ A (ai 6= aj ) and ∃ τ ′ ∈ T (τ ′ ≤ τ ) such that aj has realized t at time τ ′ . One of the goals of the constellation is to prevent redundancies via the use of intentions. An intention represents an agent’s attitude towards a given task and the set of an agent’s intentions corresponds to its current plan. Definition 5 (Intention) Let Itai be the intention of agent ai towards task t. Itai is a modality of proposition (ai realizes t) in terms of: 1. proposal: ai proposes to realize t; 2. withdrawal: ai does not propose to realize t. date rea(Itai )



A realization ∈ T ∪ {Ø} and a download date tel(Itai ) ∈ T ∪ {Ø} are associated with each intention. The planning process that allows agents to generate intentions is beyond the scope of this paper. The mono-agent planning problem may be addressed with many techniques such as constraint programming or HTN planning. As far multi-agent planning is concerned, the problem can be addressed with techniques based on a common knowledge: coalition formation, contract nets, DEC-MDP’s and so on. Be that as it may, let us denote h ∈ T an agent’s planning horizon: when agent ai plans at time τ , rea(Itai ) ≤ τ + h for each generated proposal Itai . 2



In the space domain, 1 stands for the highest priority whereas 5 is the lowest. Consequently, the lower prio(t), the more important task t is.
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Let Kaτ i be the knowledge of agent ai at time τ : Kaτ i is the set of all the pieces of knowledge Kaτi . From Kaτ i , we define Taτi = {t1 . . . tm } the set of tasks known by agent ai at time τ ; and Iaτi = (Itajk ) the matrix of the intentions known by agent ai at time τ . Each agent ai has resources available to realize only a subset of Taτi . Agents communicate this private knowledge in order to build a common knowledge and cooperate.



Communication Communication is based on Vicinity. When two agents meet they can communicate. Consequently the structure of Vicinity influences the communication capabilities.



Definitions Two kinds of communications are defined: Definition 7 (Communication) Let S be a constellation and ai , aj be two agents in S. There are two kinds of communications from ai to aj : 1. Agent ai can communicate directly with agent aj iff ∃ τ τ ). Indeed as the environment is dynamic, an agent may receive new tasks or new intentions and modify its plan, i.e. its own intentions, accordingly. The more time between the generation of a given intention and the realization date, the less an agent can trust this intention. However a further confirmation transmitted by the agent that has generated this intention increases the associated trust again. As we consider the agents honest and cooperative, an indirect communication (which is a testimony) is trustworthy in itself. Thereby an agent ai considers that a given proposal generated by an agent aj has been confirmed if aj communicates (directly or not) with ai without modifying its proposal. We define formally the last confirmation. a



Definition 10 (Last confirmation) Let ai be an agent, It j a proposal of an agent aj about a task t known by ai . The a last confirmation of proposal It j for ai at time τ is:



τ ∗ = max {τj : aj communicates with ai at (τj , τi )} τ 
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